Mani observed zero-registance states similar to those quantum-Hall-effect states in GaAs/AlGaAs but without the Hall resistance plateaus upon the application of radiations [R. G. Mani, Physica E 22, 1 (2004)]. An interpretation is presented. The applied radiation excites "holes". The condensed composite (c)-bosons formed in the excited channel create a superconducting state with an energy gap. The supercondensate suppresses the non-condensed c-bosons at the higher energy, but it cannot suppress the c-fermions in the base channel, and the small normal current accompanied by the Hall field yeilds a B-linear Hall resistivity.
Introduction
In 2002 Mani et al. [1] observed a set of zero-resistance (superconducting) states in GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction subjected to radiations at the low temperatures (~1.5 K) and the relatively low magnetic fields (~0.2 T). Figure 1 represents the data obtained by Mani [2, 3] for the Hall ( xy ) and diagonal ( R xx ) resistances in GaAs/AlGaAs at 50 GHz and 0.5 K. The resistance rises exponentially and symmetrically on both sides of the fields centered at 
with ω = radiation frequency, m = effective mass, e = electron charge, indicating the superconducting state with an energy gap g  in the elementary excitation spectrum. The phenomenon is similar to that observed in the same system in the traditional quantum Hall effect (QHE) regime (T ~ 1.5 K, B ~ 10 T) [4] with the main difference that the superconducting states are not accompanied by the Hall resistivity plateaus for the system subjected to radiation, see B is considerably higher than the traditional QHE critical temperature (0.5 K).
Zudov et al. [5] reported similar magnetotransport properties for the system subjected to radiations with slightly different experimental conditions. They suggested that the principal resistivity minima occur at 2 = , =1 , 2 , , (Mani's case). They also noted a noticeable side resistivity minimum besides the principal set of the minima.
In finer analysis Mani et al. [6] observed, see Figure 2 , that (a) the deviation in the Hall resistance
correlates with the resistance such that H nearly vanishes when , and (b) H is negative, and it is antisymmetric with respect to small B-fields:
The property (b) means that there is a current due to "hole"-like particles having the charge of the opposite sign to that of the majority ("electron"-like) current carrier. In other words the applied radiation generates the "holes". This may be checked by applying the circularly polarized lasers, which can excite "electrons" or "holes" selectively, depending on the sense of the circular polarization. The small slope
 means that the "hole" density is considerable higher than the "electron" 
density.
Mani et al. [1] suggested for the cause of the spectral gap the electron pairing due to the excitons induced by radiation. Other mechanisms were proposed by several theoretical groups [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . But none of them are conclusive. In particular no explanation is given to the question why the superconducting state can occur without the Hall resistivity plateau.
Earlier Fujita et al. [12] developed a microscopic theory of the QHE based on the electron (fluxon)-phonon interaction. In this theory the composite (c-)particles (bosons or fermions) having a conduction electron and a number of flux quanta (fluxons) are bound by the phonon-exchange attraction. The composite moves as a boson (fermion) according to whether it contains the odd (even) number of fluxons in it. At the Landau Level (LL) occupation number (filling factor) = 1 Q  , odd, the c-bosons, each with fluxons, are generated, and condense below the critical temperature c T . The Hall resistivity plateau is due to the Meissner effect, as explained below. In the present work we shall extend our theory to Mani's phenomena. We show that the most prominent zero-resistance states observed by Mani et al. [1] and Du et al. [3] 
Theory of the Quantum Hall Effect
If the magnetic field is applied slowly, the classical electron can continuously change from the straight line motion at zero field to the curved motion at a finite B.
Quantum mechanically, the change from the momentum state to the Landau state requires a perturbation. We choose for this perturebation the phonon exchange between the electron and the fluxon. Consider the cparticle with a few fluxons. If the B-field is applied slowly the energy of the electron does not change but the cyclotron motion always acts so as to reduce the magnetic fields. Hence the total energy of the c-particle is less than the electron energy plus the unperturbed field energy. In other words the c-particle is stable against the break-up, and it is in a bound (negative energy) state. In our theory a c-particle is simply a dressed electron carrying fluxons. The c-particle moves as a boson (fermion) depending on the odd (even) number of fluxons in it. At the Landau level (LL) occupation number
odd, the c-bosons with fluxons are generated, and condense below certain critical temperature c . The Hall resistivity plateau is due to the Meissner effect, see below. 
where
is the phonon momentum (energy);the interaction strength between the electron (fluxon) and the phonon; the Landau quantum number L is omitted; the bold k denotes the two dimensional (2D) guiding center momentum and the italic the magnitude. If the energies (
) of the final and initial electron states are equal as in the degenerate LL, the effective interaction is attractive, i.e., 
We represent the fluxon number s n † k
, satisfying the anticommutation rules. the conduction electrons ("electrons", "holes") our Hamiltonian H is reduced to the original BCS Hamiltonian, Equation (2.14) of Ref. [13] . The "electron" and "hole" are generated, depending on the energy contour curvature sign [14] . For example only "electrons" ("holes"), are generated for a circular Fermi surface with the negative (positive) curvature whose inside (outside) is filled with electrons. Since the phonon has no charge, the phonon exchange cannot change the net charge. The pairing interaction terms in Equation (2) 
, A = sample area, is the pairing strength, generates the transition in the "electron" states. Similary, the exchange of a phonon generates a transition in the "hole" states, represented by 
c-bosons, "electrons" ("holes") composites, generated by 0 ' s s kq kq
The c-bosons, each with one fluxon, will be called the fundamental (f) c-bosons. Their energies , we have cm·s
. Not all electrons are bound with fluxons since the simultaneous generations of ±fc-bosons is required. The minority carrier ("hole") density controls the fc-boson density. For cm −2 , K, which is reasonable. is the solution of
Note that the gap depends on T . At , there is no condensate and hence vanishes.

Now the moving fc-boson below has the energy obtained from
where is determined from
The energy difference: , we obtain H in agreement with the plateau value observed.
The model can be extended to the integer QHE at
The field magnitude is less. The LL degeneracy   eBA h B P n n P n is linear in , and hence the lowest LL's must be considered. The fc-boson density 0 per LL is the electron density e over and the fluxon density  is the boson density over : (17) and (18) and assuming the fractional charge [15, 16] 
we obtain
as observed. In our theory the integer denotes the number of fluxons in the c-boson and the integer the number of the LL's occupied by the parental c-fermions, each with  fluxons. Our Hamiltonian in Equation (6) can generate and stabilize the c-particles with an arbitrary number of fluxons. For example a c-fermion with two fluxons is generated by two sets of the ladder diagram bindings, each between the electron and the fluxon. The ladder diagram binding arises as follows. Consider a hydrogen atom. The Hamiltonian contains kinetic energies of the electron and the proton, and the attractive Coulomb interaction. If we regard the Coulomb interaction as a perturbation and use a perturbation theory, we can represent the interaction process by an infinite set of ladder diagrams, each ladder step connecting the electron and the proton. The energy eigenvalues of this system is not obtained by using the perturbation theory but they are obtained by solving the Schrödinger equation directly. This example indicates that a two-body bound state is represented by an infinite set of ladder diagrams and that the binding energy (the negative of the ground-state energy) is calculated by a non-perturbative method.
Jain introduced the effective magnetic field [17] [18] [19] 
relative to the standard field for the composite (c-) fermion at the even-denominator fraction. We extend this to the bosonic (odd-denominator) fraction. This means that the c-particle moves field-free at the exact fraction. 
When the field is reduced, the system tries to keep the same number 0 by sucking in the flux lines. Thus the magnetic field becomes inhomogeneous outside the sample, generating the magnetic field energy .
In the prevalent theories the energy gap for the fractional QHE is identified as the sum of the creation energies of a quasi-electron and a quasi-hole [20] [21] [22] [23] . With this view it is difficult to explain why the activationenergy type temperature dependence shows up in the steady-state quantum transport. Some authors argue that the energy gap g  for the integer QHE is due to the LL The BEC occurs at each LL, and therefore the c-boson density 0 is less for high , see Equation (18), and the strengths become weaker as increases.
Quantum Hall Effect under Radiation
The experiments by Mani et al. [6] indicate that the applied radiation excites a large number of "holes" in the system. Using these "holes" and the preexisting "electrons" the phonon exchange can pair-create ±c-bosons, which condense below c in the excited channel. , is closely correlated to the resistance xx . We shall demonstrate this behavior based on the two channel (carriers) model.
In the neighbarhood of the principal QHE at  the carriers in the base and excited channels are respectively c-fermions and c-bosons condensed. The currents are additive. We write down the total current density as the sum of the fermionic current density and the bosonic 
